6 May 2016
Market Announcements Office
ASX Limited

MYOB Presentation and Video at Macquarie Australia Conference

MYOB Group Ltd (ASX: MYO) presented at the Macquarie Australia Conference, held on 4 May at the
Sheraton on the Park, Sydney.
Please find attached a copy of the presentation.
The presentation and a video of CEO Tim Reed speaking at the conference can also be viewed on the
MYOB investor relations website here.

Enquiries:
Sara Musgrave
Head of Investor Relations
T: +61 2 9089 9237
M: +61 428 669 456
sara.musgrave@myob.com

Supporting Resources
For more information on MYOB, please visit:
Investor Centre: http.investors.myob.com.au
Website:
http.myob.com.au
About MYOB
MYOB Group Limited (ASX: MYO) is a leading provider of online business management solutions. It makes business life
easier for approximately 1.2 million businesses across Australia and New Zealand by simplifying accounting, payroll, tax,
practice management, CRM, job costing, inventory and more. MYOB provides ongoing support via many client service
channels including a network of over 40,000 accountants, bookkeepers and other consultants. It is committed to ongoing
innovation, particularly in cloud computing solutions, and in 2015 was awarded the BRW award for the most innovative
large company for 500+ employees and placed 2nd in BRW’s Most Innovative Companies Award list across all categories
nationally. For more information, visit http.investors.myob.com.au or follow @MYOB on Twitter.

MYOB Group Limited ABN 61 153 094 958
Registered office: Level 3, 235 Springvale Road, Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
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Important Notice
The information contained in this
document (including this notice) or
discussed at this presentation
(collectively, the Presentation) has been
prepared by MYOB Group Limited
(MYOB).
The Presentation is subject to the
conditions outlined below. Your receipt
or viewing of the Presentation
evidences your acceptance of those
conditions and that you agree to be
bound by them.
NO OFFER OF SECURITIES
The Presentation is not a prospectus,
product disclosure statement, disclosure
document or other offer document under
Australian law or under any other law. It
does not, and is not intended to, constitute
an offer for subscription, financial product
advice, invitation, solicitation or
recommendation by any person or to any
person with respect to the purchase or sale
of any securities or financial products in any
jurisdiction, and also does not form the basis
of any contract or commitment to sell or
apply for securities in MYOB or any of its
subsidiaries.
The information contained in the
Presentation has been prepared without
taking account of any person’s investment
objectives, financial situation or particular
needs and noting contained in the
Presentation constitutes investment, legal,
tax or other advice. You must not rely on the
Presentation but make your own
independent assessment and rely upon your
own independent taxation, legal, financial or
other professional advice.
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FINANCIAL DATA
All information in the Presentation is in
Australian dollars.
The Presentation contains pro forma
financial information. Such pro forma
financial information has not been prepared
in accordance with disclosure requirements
of applicable accounting standards and
other mandatory reporting requirements in
Australia.
The pro forma historical financial
information included in the Presentation
does not purport to be in compliance with
Article 11 of Regulation S-X of the rules and
regulations of the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. Certain financial
numbers labelled “pro forma” in this
presentation have been adjusted to reflect
certain pro forma items, including the
impact of historical acquisitions and
divestments, to eliminate non-recurring
items and to reflect standalone public
company costs, which have been more
reflected in the historical and forecast
periods.
Certain financial data included in the
Presentation are “non-GAAP financial
measures” under Regulation G of the U.S.
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended. These non-GAAP financial
measures do not have a standardized
meaning prescribed by Australian
Accounting Standards and therefore may
not be comparable to similarly titled
measures presented by other entities, and
should not be construed as an alternative to
other financial measures determined in
accordance with Australian Accounting
Standards.

Although MYOB believes these non-GAAP
financial measures provide useful
information to users in assessing the
financial performance and condition of its
business, you are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on any non-GAAP financial
measures included in the Presentation.

PAST PERFORMANCE

FORWARD STATEMENTS

DISCLAIMER

No representation or warranty, expressed or
implied, is made as to the accuracy,
reliability, adequacy or completeness of the
information and opinions contained in the
Presentation.

The information is supplied in summary form
and is therefore not necessarily complete.
The material contained in this presentation
may include information derived from
publicly available sources that have not been
independently verified. No representation or
warranty is made as to the accuracy,
completeness or reliability of the
information.

The Presentation may contain certain
forward looking statements, including
estimates, projections and opinions (Forward
Statements). We use words such as ‘will’,
‘may’, ‘intend’, ‘seek’, ‘would’, ‘should’,
‘could’, ‘continue’, ‘plan’, ‘probability’, ‘risk’,
‘forecast’, ‘likely’, ‘estimate’, ‘anticipate’,
‘believe’, or similar words to identify
Forward Statements. Forward Statements
may involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties and other factors, many of
which are beyond the control of the MYOB
Group, and have been made based upon
management’s expectations and beliefs
concerning future developments and their
potential effect on us. No representation is
made or will be made that any Forward
Statements will be achieved or will prove to
be correct. Actual future results and
operations could vary materially from the
Forward Statements. Circumstances may
change and the contents of this
Presentation may become outdated as a
result.

Past performance information given in this
presentation is given for illustrative
purposes only and should not be relied upon
(and is not) an indication of future
performance.

To the maximum extent permitted by law,
the MYOB Group and each of its affiliates,
directors, employees, officers, partners,
agents and advisers and any other person
involved in the preparation of the
Presentation disclaim all liability and
responsibility (including without limitation,
any liability arising from fault or negligence)
for any direct or indirect loss or damage
which may arise or be suffered through use
or reliance on anything contained in, or
omitted from, the Presentation. The MYOB
Group accept no responsibility or obligation
to inform you of any matter arising or
coming to their notice, after the date of the
presentation or this document, which may
affect any matter referred to in the
Presentation.
This presentation should be read in
conjunction with MYOB’s other periodic and
continuous disclosure announcements
lodged with the ASX, which are available at
www.asx.com.au.

Presented by:
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About MYOB – a leading ANZ cloud accounting solutions provider




Over 1.2m SME’s, c40,000 accountants and c7,000 larger businesses in ANZ
>1,200 team members across Australia and New Zealand
Over $125m R&D spend over last 3 years

SME SOLUTIONS

PRACTICE SOLUTIONS

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Provides accounting software to 1.2
million SMEs, including accounting,
payroll, tax and other business
management software, with secure
bank transaction data from banks or
other financial institutions to assist in
the preparation of the SME’s
accounts.

Provides practice software to more
than 40,000 accountants, including
client accounting, practice
management, tax, document
management, company secretarial
and insolvency solutions.

Provides enterprise software,
including ERP and HRM software, to
more than 7,000 medium and large
businesses (generally 20 - 999 FTEs,
with some 1,000+).

PRO FORMA REVENUE

PRO FORMA REVENUE

AUSTRALIA – 83%
NEW ZEALAND – 17%

SME SOLUTIONS – 63%
PRACTICE SOLUTIONS – 25%
ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS – 13%

PRO FORMA REVENUE

$328m

17%

13%

25%
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83%

63%

Pro Forma FY15 Results for Dec

(Released 25th February)

31st December year end
KEY METRICS
PRO FORMA REVENUE OF

PRO FORMA EBITDA OF

$328 MILLION

$153 MILLION

UP 10% YOY 1

UP 19% YOY 1

DIVIDEND DECLARED OF
5.0C PER SHARE

PRO FORMA NPATA EPS
OF 14.7C

RECURRING REVENUE UP 11%

TO $312 MILLION, OR 95.1%
PRO FORMA NPATA OF

PRO FORMA CASHFLOW
CONVERSION OF

$86 MILLION

87% MILLION

UP 22% YOY 1

UP 1% YOY 1

OF TOTAL REVENUE

STATUTORY EBITDA OF $124
MILLION AND NPAT OF

($42 MILLION)

On or ahead of
prospectus forecast
Note: 1. vs pro forma FY14 per IPO prospectus on a like-for-like basis.
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Operational Highlights:
2015 – a year of transformation

DURING OUR FIRST YEAR AS A
PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY
WE ARE ESPECIALLY PLEASED
TO MEET OR EXCEED ALL OF
THE FORECASTS WE PUBLISHED
DURING OUR IPO PROCESS.
JUSTIN MILNE CHAIRMAN

COMPELLING
FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

SME GROWTH

ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
BEGINNING TO MOVE
ONLINE

TARGETED
INVESTMENT
IN FUTURE GROWTH

DIFFERENTIATED
VISION

Returned to the public
market in May 2015

8% paying user growth,
5% ARPU growth

Over 1,000 practices
using MYOB Portal

15% of revenue invested in
technology in 2H15

Grew revenues 10% and
comfortably achieved
prospectus forecasts

Accelerating online
adoption, with 170,000
online users; up 46%
on 2014

Online versions of
BankLink & Practice
Ledger on track to be
released in 2016

Investment in digital sales
and marketing resources
increased >30%

Vision: bold strategy
of connected practice
underpinning
investment in the
MYOB online
platform

Significant opportunity
for ongoing growth in
category penetration and
lifetime value per client
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Leadership in New Zealand
payroll

Continued strong growth in paying users…

SME online user base
growing strongly

SME PAYING USERS

K

+8%

600

Management expect
increase in “SME
online as % of paying”
to accelerate in 2H16
and 2017 once online
version of BankLink is
available

527

505
500

452
403

545

479

423

400

56%
385

389

300
380
200

Revenue
Split

388

375

393

370
+46%
44%

100

–

33

44

64

86

Dec 12

Jun 13

Dec13

Jun 14

SME online users

116

Dec 14

142

Jun 15

170

Dec 15

Dec 15

Other SME paying users

78% of new MYOB SME clients in Q4’15 took out online subscriptions
Note: Number of users in December 2012 has
been amended to include BankLink, which was
acquired by MYOB in May 2013, in order to
allow for a like for like comparison.
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1 0 MYOB
FY15 RESULTS PRESENTATION

…driven by online registrations, coming from new to MYOB
and existing clients

MYOB active
desktop users1

MYOB active
desktop users1
11%
CAGR

MYOB desktop
paying users

MYOB desktop
paying users

545k

403k
MYOB online users

Dec
12

Tools in place to assist migration
from MYOB desktop products
and competitors
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Dec
15

Note: 1. Internal management data as at Dec 2015. Active desktop nonpaying users confirmed via anti-piracy “pinging” mechanism.

...with plenty of opportunity to grow
SME ACCOUNTING

PRACTICE LEDGER

Online adoption is <20% after 5 years

Online adoption in its infancy; MYOB to release product in 2016

Desktop ~70% penetration after 25 years

Desktop penetration complete

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE PENETRATION

Practice Ledger
Desktop
100%

100%

90%

90%

80%

80%

70%

70%

SME
Desktop

60%
50%

60%
50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%
0%

SME
Online

10%
0%

Practice Ledger
Online
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Cloud penetration supports significant enhancement of lifetime SME economics
Lifetime value of cloud subscriber revenue model superior to selling perpetual licenses.

ILLUSTRATION OF ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE LIFETIME VALUE PER CUSTOMER 1,2

Paying users
100% cloud vs. 30% desktop

Plus potential
for connected
services

$6,000

$5,000

$4,000

Active annual retention
83% cloud vs. 74% desktop3

2.6x

$3,000

2.0x
$2,000

$1,000

ARPU benefits
Higher attach rates
Price increases
Cross-sell connected services

$0
1

Cloud

2

Desktop

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
0

YEARS SINCE USER ACQUISITION

Source: internal management data. 1. Key assumptions used in this example: For the desktop product, desktop users make upfront payments of $840 for their perpetual licences, 30% of them are paying users and those paying users have an annual user retention rate of 74%. For
the cloud product, cloud users make no upfront payment, 100% of them are paying users and their annual user retention rate is 83%. Both desktop and cloud products assume a 5% price escalation per annum, and a paying user monthly payment of $70 for both cloud products
and desktop products. 2. Interpretation of this Figure: This Figure is an illustration of how an Accounting Software provider like MYOB may consider the customer lifetime value of cloud users versus desktop users on the assumptions above, which MYOB believe are reasonable and
consistent with relevant experience. It is not a representation or forecast of future revenue of particular customers or growth of MYOB and does not take into account other factors, which may cause actual outcomes to differ materially. 3. Retention for paying desktop users.
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Accounting practices beginning to move online

MYOB Portal

+1,000

OUR FASTEST GROWING PRACTICE
SOLUTION

AO/AE SITES

SINCE APRIL 2015

16,000
SME’S USING
MYOB PORTAL
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Targeted and disciplined investment in product innovation…
MYOB INVESTED 15% OF REVENUE IN PRODUCT IN 2H15 TO DRIVE INNOVATION AND MARKET SHARE
R$D SPEND 1

FY12

FY15
REVENUE CAGR 8%
EBITDA MARGIN UP 4 PPTS

MYOB has grown revenue and EBITDA
$m

% Rev

70

17%
16%

60
2H15

50

14%
13%

30

12%

31.0

36.3

44.7

46.6

11%
10%

10

9%

0

8%
FY12
R&D spend

FY13

FY14

R&D as % Revenue

Note: 1. Total R&D spend (opex + capex) as % of revenue.
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FY15

Investment focus is to drive growth

15%

40

20

margins while increasing R&D spend by
>50% from 2012

Continued investment in the MYOB online
platform means spend will remain in the
previously advised 13%-16% of revenue range

Together with investment in digital marketing platform to further lift penetration
In 2015 MYOB partnered
with Adobe Experience
Manager to commence
development of a new
MYOB CMS (Content
Management System) and
eCommerce experience to
be launched in 2016. We
increased investment into
marketing, driving market
leading awareness (90%+)
of the MYOB brand.
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We have a differentiated view of the future of the accounting industry,
and are building the MYOB online platform to power that vision

THE CONNECTED
PRACTICE
POWERED BY MYOB

ADVISORY
MYOB SME
MYOB AO/AE
ADD-ON SOLUTIONS

…[#MYOBCINCITE] KEYNOTE SPEECH
AND CORE MESSAGE ON THE
CONNECTED PRACTICE WAS
SOMETHING THAT I WOULD HAVE PAID
TO LISTEN TO. WELL DONE TO MYOB
FOR PICKING UP THE PACE AND MAKING
THIS INDUSTRY MORE EXCITING.
LIELETTE CALLEJA MYOB PARTNER

COMPLIANCE
MYOB AO
MYOB AE
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TRANSACTIONAL
PROCESSING
MYOB BANKLINK
MYOB ESSENTIALS
MYOB ACCOUNTRIGHT

MYOB Current Trading
Given at MYOB AGM on 28th April 2016

“We are pleased with the performance of the
business in the first quarter. The online platform
rollout is proceeding to plan; the accounting channel
is responding well to the opportunities of working
online and team engagement is at an all time high.

We continue to focus on our local markets which are
undergoing a period of growth, fuelled by online
expansion. With our leading market share and
support from small business and accountants, we
believe we are well positioned to benefit from
attractive industry dynamics in Australia and NZ.
Against that background, we reiterate our previous
guidance for the full year.”
TIM REED CEO

MYOB 2016 Outlook
MYOB reaffirms its 12
month June 2016 pro
forma prospectus revenue,
EBITDA and NPATA
forecasts
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As controlled investment in
online solutions continues, FY16
R&D expected to be in the
upper half of the previously
stated 13%-16% range

We expect revenue growth
for FY16 to be in line with
historical trends, and
EBITDA margins to remain
in the 45%-50% range

We also expect the 2016
dividend payout ratio to be
in the range of 60%-80%
statutory NPATA, in line
with previous guidance

Thank you

Q&A
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